


$1M BREEDERS’ CUP JUVENILE TURF SPRINT  5.5 furlongs (dirt) 

RACE #5 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 - Strike Silver  Silver is a neck away from being undefeated in three races. He got bumped hard at the start of his last, 
coming from dead last of a dozen to score the W. With a clean start, he could lead the way from the rail.

#7 – Shang Shang Shang  completed the difficult task of winning on two continents in her first two races. She hasn’t run 
since June 18th, but recent workouts suggest she’ll be sharp from the jump. 

#2 - Soldier’s Call  is making his US debut after two wins and two thirds in his last four, all Graded Stakes races. Race 
comments say to expect him to challenge for the lead early on and try to win gate-to-wire.

#10 – So Perfect  is taking a step down in class, from two straight G1s. She’s finished third and second in the Grade Ones, so 
the step down could improve the final result.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#6- Moonlight Romance  has two wins in two US turf outings. She struggled on Great Britain grass, finishing way behind 
Soldier’s Call. 

#5 – Bulletin  crushed the comp in his debut, which was a non-Graded Stakes race. You don’t see too many horses start 
their careers in non-maiden races. His recent works are dotted with bullets, he could surprise.

#11 – Queen of Bermuda  has shown flashes in England and France. Finished second to SOLDIER’S CALL by a length four 
races back.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: STRIKE SILVER is likely to get the jump on the 
field from the rail. BULLETIN and SOLDIER’S CALL should be a step 
or two behind. MOONLIGHT ROMANCE would like to run in the 
shadows of the front runners, especially with a pack of stalkers 
waiting in tier two.

Distance/Surface Bias: NO DATA

Post Position Stats: NO DATA

EARLY SPEED:
Strike Silver, Soldier's Call, Bulletin, Moonlight 
Romance

STALKERS:
Well Done Fox, Stillwater Cove, Shang Shang 
Shang, Chelsea Cloisters, So Perfect, Queen of 
Bermuda

CLOSERS:
Sergei Prokofiev, Pocket Dynamo

THE PLAY

STRIKE SILVER got roughed up at the start in his last, coming from dead-last of 12 to win. SHANG SHANG SHANG has 
rung the bell in both of her races, including a nice Grade Two in England in her last. SOLDIER’S CALL has run Graded 
Stakes races in Europe against good competition. Comments suggest he’ll run and rate and look to continue his 
perfect in-the-money streak for Graded Stakes races. SO PERFECT is another European horse who has rated well 
against quality opponents. She looks to stalk the leaders and pounce late. 

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER M/L ODDS HORSE # HORSE NAME

EXACTA:
1,2,7,10 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,2,7/1,2,7,10/1,2,6,7,

10

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

4-1
5-1
9/2

12-1
12-1
10-1

1
7
2

10
6
5

Strike Silver
Shang Shang Shang

Soldier’s Call
So Perfect

Moonlight Romance
Bulletin



$1M BREEDERS’ FILLY AND MARE SPRINT  7 furlongs (dirt) 

RACE #3 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 - Selcourt    has the highest speed rating for this bunch for the previous race, nearly a 30% angle. Expect her to make a 
power move heading into the stretch and benefit from rail.

#13 - Marley's Freedom  has won four in a row, all impressively. She’s topped triple digit speed efforts in four of her last 
five races. She hasn’t raced since August 25th, but recent bullet work and trainer Bob Baffert’s 25% win rate on 46-90 day 
breaks say she’ll be ready.

#11 - Finley'sluckycharm   has six wins in seven Churchill Downs races. The five-year-old is definitely a horse for the 
Churchill course. 

#6 - Chalon just posted her best speed figure  in her first race after a layoff. That’s one of our favorite angles, especially 
with a history of getting better in round two.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#5 - Golden Mischief   is making her second start coming off the sidelines. She has back-history of making major 
performance gains from race one to race two, her last was good enough.

#8 – Mia Mischief   has never finished out-of-the-money at the distance or at Churchill. She’ll be one of the leaders and 
look to win wire-to-wire.

#4 – Kirby’s Penny  has finished in-the-money 10 straight. She could improve in her second start after a layoff, but history 
suggests she’ll back up a touch in round two.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: There will be plenty who want the lead. 
SELCOURT could have an edge breaking from the one spot. 
ANONYMITY should be right in SELCOURT’s space with HAPPY 
LIKE A FOOL, CHALON and FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM pressuring the 
front runners as all three have similar early fractions. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Distance/Surface favors stalkers – 
Average winning ¼ mile position 3rd and 2.5 at ½ mile marker.

Post Position Stats: Rail wins at 18% win inside three posts 
scoring at 40%.

EARLY SPEED:
Selcourt, Happy Like a Fool, Chalon, Mia 
Mischief, Finley'sluckycharm, Anonymity

STALKERS:
Miss Sunset, Kirby's Penny, Stormy Embrace, 
Shamrock Rose

CLOSERS:
N/A

THE PLAY

SELCORT might have the highest upside in the field, scoring the highest lifetime speed rating, topped MARLEY’S 
FREEDOM last race. MARLEY’S FREEDOM has been smokin’ the competition lately, expect another triple-digit effort. 
Although recent efforts are a concern, you cannot overlook FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM’s Churchill record of six wins in 
seven tries. CHALON came off the bench, rocking a triple-digit speed figure and a personal best. History says she’ll 
be better second time around the track, her last was good enough.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,6,11,13 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,11,13/1,6,11,13/1,5,

6,11,13

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

4-1
8/5

10-1
15-1
10-1
15-1

HORSE NAME

Selcourt
Marley's Freedom
Finley'sluckycharm

Chalon
Golden Mischief

Mia Mischief

1
13
11
6
5
8
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